Respiratory neurons in the medulla of the rabbit: distribution, discharge patterns and spinal projections.
To determine distribution, discharge patterns and the spinal projections of medullary respiratory neurons (RNs), a systematic mapping of 806 RNs was made in the medulla of anesthetized rabbits. In disagreement with previous reports that there are no discrete medullary respiratory neuronal groups in rabbits, two neuronal groups were identified: (1) dorsal respiratory group (DRG), associated with the nucleus tractus solitarius; and (2) ventral respiratory group (VRG), associated with the nucleus ambiguus compact formation. The density of RNs in the DRG was much lower than that in the VRG. In the VRG, 3 subdivisions of RN populations were found: predominantly expiratory neurons in the caudal and the rostral parts, and mainly inspiratory neurons in the intermediate region. Nine distinct types of RNs were classified on the basis of firing patterns. Nearly all types were found in both the DRG and each VRG subdivision. Antidromic mapping of 64 VRG neurons revealed that 67% projected to the spinal cord. Expiratory bulbospinal neurons in the rostral subdivision of the VRG projected only to the cervical cord (mainly ipsilaterally). Most neurons of the intermediate and caudal subdivisions of the VRG (74%) appeared to project either contralaterally or ipsilaterally below T. The axonal conduction velocity was 40-50 m/s by two-point determinations. We conclude that respiratory neuronal groups in the medulla of the rabbit are generally similar to those of the cat. Nearly equal proportions of bulbospinal RNs projected to the ipsilateral vs contralateral spinal cord.